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Welcome to June edition of FX Magazine, as
i write this editorial note today, 15th of June
2019, the US economy is appearing to be strong
enough to allow the Fed to hold off reducing interest rates, with U.S. stores and factories showing a pickup in activity last month.
Retailers showed a broad-based gain, and figures
for the past two months were revised higher,
while manufacturing output increased for the
first time this year. Stocks pared losses late in the
day but ended down, with tech leading the declines. The central bank is still expected to lower
the cost of borrowing this year, though possibly
only once, and much less aggressively than previously expected.
Hundreds of companies, including Walmart, Target and Macy’s, urged President Trump not to impose extra levies on Chinese goods. More than
500 firms across a range of industries signed a
letter expressing concern about an escalation of
the trade war. They urged the president to return
to the negotiating table. Forex industry has experienced a rapid growth in number of female getting involved in the muliti trillion dollar industry
over the last couple of years, we chats to Nombuso Mkhulise, the CEO of Globex360, the first
black owned female brokerage firm. Let me not
spoil your read, until then - see you bye bye.
C’indy Bossmann , Acting Editor of MLM & FX
Magazine
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The British Prime Minister Theresa
May is believed to be close to quitting her gig. nevertheless, the pound
appeared to escalate above any day
on day market nervousness and remained steady at $1.2663 or so,in the
GBP/USD pair. This means a low for
the currency overtime.

yEn risEs in Jpy/usd
whiLE sEEkinG a safE
rEfuGE
By TAKEMORE CHiKWESA

t

he Japanese yen leaped forward on
Wednesday night and into Thursday after escalating fears revolving
around an ongoing trade war between
China and the US, led investors to seek
safe assets.
The yen soared by a tenth of a percentage
point in the set of two, hitting 110.240
against the ever strong US dollar. it was a
sheer notable change for currency, which
reverted back from a two weeks of a weak
and very low point of 110.675 which it
reached

8

on Tuesday. it gained weight against the
other prominent currencies, including the
British pound and the Australian dollar.
The growth emerged after suggestions
that more Chinese technology imports
could be hit by the US. The US has recently alleviated restrictions on products from
Huawei. There is a concern that it could
shift its focus to another Chinese technology corporation named Hikvision.

W W W. F X M AG A z i N E S .Co M

new home sale information for April
will be out of the US today, this will
manifest a change from 692,000 to
675,000, according to the analysts
prediction. The forex trading week is
now meandering its way to a close.
There are still some major events to
watch out between now and then.
Robert Kaplan, the president and
CEo of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Dalla,Texas in the US and performs
duties on the Federal Open Committee,will speak. Concurrently, three
other American central -Raphael Bostic,Thomas Barkin and Mary Daly will
also share their views.

new zealand’s exports and imports data for
April will be out at 10.45GMT and tomorrow
retail sales information for April is expected
out of Britain at 8.30am GMT. This is anticipated to reflect a change from 1.1% to-0.3%
month to month. The coming week, there
will be a slowdown on Monday due to holidays in major economies. in the US there is
a Memorial Day occurring and in Britain ,the
Spring Bank Holiday will take place.
Tomorrow there will be a speech from the
Bank of Japan’s governor,Haruhiko Kuroda
at 3am GMT. At 5am there will be a Japanese leading economic index release which
covers the month of March,this is expected
to hold strong at 96.3.

W W W. F X M AG A z i N E S .Co M
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ExpErts ExpEct south
africa’s unEMpLoyMEnt
ratE to rEach 27.4%
By TAKEMORE CHiKWESA

f

inancial analysts anticipated and predicted a 0.3 percentage point rise in
the unemployment rate as Statistics
South Africa prepared to release the unemployment figures for the initial quarter
of 2019 on Tuesday.
The unemployment rate was recorded at
27.1% in the fourth quarter of 2018. it
is expected to grow to 27,4% in the first
quarter of 2019. Colossal job losses in the
manufacturing and mining sectors had
contributed to the skyrocketing SA unemployment figure.
Mining and manufacturing are the crucial
sectors and the largest employers of the
the semi-skilled workers in SA.

FX MAGAziNE

brEakinG nEws

thE south africa rEsErvE bank and sars

frozE a MuLti MiLLion
rand bank account
bELonGinG to a 19 yEar oLd forEx tradEr
By C’iNDy BoSSMANN

Economists predicted and ascribed their
anticipation to the losses of temporary
jobs due to the festive season holidays
and a small growth environment.
According to SABC News Economist and
Head of Financial Markets at ETM Analytics Jana Van Deventer according said
“Fist quarter GDP numbers are likely to
speak to an economic environment that
is very weak ,we have yet to see any real
economic momentum picking up.
We suggest that the talks we have seen
in Ramaphosa administration so far have
failed to generate any meaningful investment into the economy,”
“These things takes time to see the results coming through but at the moment
the fixing investment numbers are not
looking particularly great so now we have
to wait and see whether more aggressive
steps are taken to implement that needed
policy.” She added.

t

he South Africa Reserve Bank and
SARS froze bank account of a 19
year old forex trader with R21 million in it
What does this mean for South African
traders?
The young trader who’s name is known
to this publication is embroiled in a battle
with the South African banking regulatory body The Reserve Bank of South Africa
(SARB) over $1 million dollar forex withdrawal which caught the attention of the
prudential authority.
“Me and my friends started trading in
2017 , and our target was to reach $1
million USD, we made withdrawal here
and there for personal use but our biggest withdrawal was R14 000 000.00”
said young trader who can’t be named for
safety reasons.
“This is just a clear attack on millions of
unemployed black youth of South Africa
who now resort to forex trading to make
end meet. This government is not happy
we making a living on our own” said one
social media user.
The South African Reserve Bank has not
responded to an email sent to them seeking clarity and regulative framework that
traders should follow when making forex
disinvestment at the time of going to
press.

10
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tradE worriEs wipE
$1 triLLion froM GLobaL
EquitiEs
By C’iNDy BoSSMANN

t

rade-rattled U.S. equities led world
markets lower as $1 trillion was
wiped out by the suddenly harsher tone between the U.S. and China. The
nasdaq plunged 3.4%, while more than
470 stocks retreated on the S&P 500.
“China retaliating as fast as they did was a
clear signal they’re not going to be pushed
around,” JPMorgan said.
Apple suffered a 5.8% bruising as investors focused on suppliers and production
lines closely linked to China, where the
iPhone maker derived almost 20% of its
2018 revenue. The Supreme Court didn’t
help, issuing a 5-4 ruling allowing consumers to file a suit against unfair prices
at its App Store.
The selloff has strategists scrambling for a
new playbook. Trading volume—which has
averaged about $352 billion this month—
is much lower than last year’s final quarter,

12

which could help lead to
rout. A recent refrain on
that light positioning in
hold off a stampede, but
that as a headwind.

an even bigger
the Street was
equities could
many now see

The Fed remains mostly optimistic. Vice
Chairman Richard Clarida reiterated that
the economy is close to the central bank’s
twin objectives. Eric Rosengren warned
that extended levies will hurt but downplayed the immediate impact. Neel Kashkari said a strong labor market negates
the need for a rate cut. Traders see another story.
Bitcoin fans were even more sanguine.
The cryptocurrency briefly passed $7,000,
the highest price since September. other
digital coins rose with it, with Ethereum
adding 9% over the weekend and the
Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto index up 8%.
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cryptocurrEnciEs arE
vEry risky assEts, cLaiMs
Ecb GovErnor
By C’iNDy BoSSMANN

he head of the European Central
Bank recently shared his thoughts
on crypto, as reported by CoinTelegraph. At the ECB youth Dialogue Conference, Mario Draghi described cryptocurrencies as “very, very risky assets”.

t

creating a digital version of their fiat currency. The European Central Bank is presumably less sold on the benefits of blockchain
tech than others, having indicated that it
has no plans to do something similar for the
Eurozone with a Euro-based crypto.

According to Draghi, “Cryptocurrencies,
Bitcoins and such things are not real currencies: they are assets. one euro is one
euro, today, tomorrow or in a month: it
will always be one euro. And the ECB is
behind the euro”. He warned that, with
cryptos, their “value is extremely unstable”. A number of national central banks
have recently been toying with the idea of

Draghi also believes that the current size
of the crypto market isn’t sufficiently large
for central banks to get involved with the
process of regulation: “i would say that it is
more something that falls within the field
of consumer protection: we want to ensure
that buyers of these assets know what they
are doing, and are aware of the risks”.

14
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vaLr
nEw coMpEtition
for Luno
By PHUMziLE nGCATSHE

f

or people who have been complaining about the high fees charged by
Luno, VALR may just be that light at
the end of the tunnel.
A new cryptocurrency exchange based in
rand plans on challenging South Africa’s
largest imperative, Luno. The platform is
headed by First national Bank’s former
CEo, Michael Jordaan. it has four founders and has also enticed funding from
one of the major exchanges in the world,
Bittrex.
VALR was formed by a splinter group from
Rand Merchant Bank. it raised R20m in
July 2018. VALR’s chief product officer
said that Bittrex had a similar partnership
in South Africa and Europe, when he approached them they were very keen because South Africa was one of the emerging markets they were keen to expand
into.
Luno is currently mastering South Africa’s
cryptocurrency market. Cryptocurrencies
are digital currencies that are traded directly between buyers and sellers without
a central bank or mediators.
VALR comes with the hope of winning
cryptocurrency traders’ hearts by bearing
a cheaper price tag compared to Luno.
South Africans have been complaining
about the high fees charged by Luno on
everyday transactions.

W W W. F X M AG A z i N E S .Co M

FORMER FnB CEO SAiD TO HEAD VALR, nEW CRyPTO PLATFORM. PiC: JH PiEnAAR

“There is no way to value cryptocurrencies apart from the temperamental forces
of supply and demand, so it’s important
to keep this in mind for anyone thinking
about buying into Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies,” said VALR CEo Farzam Ehsani.
VALR is scheduled to launch on June 11
and they are certain their customers security will be managed properly. Security
has been a concern in the past as because
of recurring breaches. on a more recent
matter, hackers stole Bitcoins worth $40m
from Taiwanese crypto exchange, Binance.
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“This was a very influential point in my life
as i was gaining a lot of knowledge on the
systems, the technology of the broker as
well as grooming many of the successful
iBs/Forex academies in Africa,” she reacted.

ExcLusivE intErviEw
with noMbuso MkhuLisE
cEo of GLobEx 360 a first bLack fEMaLE ownEd
brokEr

“Throughout the years, i have worked
with startup and existing broker firms in
South Africa. With nearly a decade, in the
forex industry, i monitored market trends
and gave advice to Executive Committee
members on strategic developments and
possible business opportunities in the financial industry.

By PHUMziLE nGCATSHE

professional. i grew up in Diepkloof (Soweto) with my grandmother after losing my
mother at a tender age. Conquering all
the trials and struggles of a disadvantaged
background. Because i was working hard
academically, i landed a bursary at the
DSJ (Deutsche Schule Johannesburg),”
she revealed.
“i have always been a go-getter with high
ambitions and with an entrepreneurial
vision in high school where i sold music
tracks and albums to my peers to make
extra money. The inspiration was influenced by my grandmother who owned an
ice-pop business, selling them at 50 cents
to buy day-to-day necessities.

GLOBEX360 CEO nOMBUSO MKHULiSE iS nOW KnOWn AS THE MOTHER OF FOREX (PHOTO SUPPLiED)

n

ombuso Mkhulise is one of the
most accomplished women in the
financial sector and the only black
woman to own a brokerage firm, she exclusively speaks to FX Magazine on how
it all began for her. The down to earth
Globex360 Chief Executive Officer was
born in Soweto, Johannesburg and challenges more women to venture into the
money market.

18

She experienced a difficult upbringing as
she had to deal with losing her mother at
the age of 10. Mkhulise reveals that she
is a seasoned CEo and that her company serves clients from around the globe
hence the name, “Globex – Global exchange.” “i’m a seasoned CEo and a business development

W W W. F X M AG A z i N E S .Co M

“With the evolution of the industry, many
challenges arose between traders and
brokers, and i identified an opportunity
where i saw the need to improve the standards,” she added.
Without experience in the Foreign Exchange industry, Mkhulise would not have
reached the level she is currently enjoying
and says she wanted to end the stigma
that Forex is for the advantaged.
“yes, i was a trader before, however, my
passion has always been in management
brewing leaders and owning my own
Forex broker,” she said.

i studied Civil Engineering while working
in an aggressive sales and call centre environment for one of the Major banks. As
i was looking for greener pastures, i entered the biggest financial industry in the
world, which is (FOREX) in 2011,” reflected the CEo

“There has always been a stigma that
trading forex is for the advantaged therefore this was a gap i identified to reach
out to fellow Africans and create a solution to reduce the high unemployment
rate. The primary objective is for people
to be self-empowered,” she continued.

As she just alluded to the fact that she was
a go-getter during her teenage years at
school, Mkhulise says her journey into the
Forex world began in 2011 and is now the
only female to head a brokerage firm in
South Africa. “i started working for ACM
Gold in 2011 as a sales agent and then
moved into the partnership space where
i was managing iBs and institutional traders for many years,” continued Mkhulise.

in many sectors of the economy in the
world, be it in mining, sports or in the engineering sector, men always have an upper hand when it comes to numbers and
Mkhulise aims to rise head and shoulders
above her counterparts.

W W W. F X M AG A z i N E S .Co M
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“yes, there is pressure to do well as this financial sector is highly dominated by males.
Also, there are competitors who have been
in the industry longer than we have, therefore outperforming them is a daily objective. We have managed to stay a step ahead
through great services to our clients and
partners,” she asserted. Following the popularity of Forex Trading among the youth and
many developing countries, the Globex360
boss says the future of trading in the country is looking bright.
Moreover, she acknowledged that the numbers are not so promising when it comes
to demographics as far as women are concerned in the business sector. “Based on
the current market analysis, the future of
trading in South Africa and Africa is very
bright. Forex has become a household name
and survived all negative publicity in the recent past. ours is to see people using our
platform and services as a medium of financial success,” she noted.

“As mentioned before, the industry was
tarnished by bad business practices, however, we did not find it hard to get clients
as i had a relationship with many of them
before and we offer superior services as a
team.

“yes, of course, we need more women in
male-dominated industries. For an example
Sis Basetsana Khumalo in the travel and entertainment industry, Sis Connie Ferguson in
the media and the film industry as well as Sis
Funeka Montjane who is the Chief Executive
Officer of personal and business banking –
they are inspiring women,” she responded.

“However, at Globex360 our policy is
to ensure transparency to the end users
which led us to gain their full trust and
confidence from our clients. Some even
call me the Mother of Forex,” she laughed.
Speaking about scams and fraud in the
Foreign Exchange industry,

in many instances, life has taught that anything that is launched from scratch tends to
experience challenges and Mkhulise admits
there were challenges to fight and eliminate
stereotypes.

“South Africans must be equipped to become self-sustaining traders by using the
right platforms and tools,” she encouraged. “And the broker you trade with is
one of the key elements of becoming a
successful trader. Globex360 has taken
the initiative to groom our iBs/Partners
to run ethical business practice,” she concluded.

“South AFriCAnS MuSt BE EquippEd
to BECoME SELF-SuStAining trAdErS
By uSing thE right pLAtForMS And
tooLS,”

Nevertheless, she said their policy is to ensure there is transparency and she revealed
that many of her clients now call her ‘Mother
of Forex’. “Building a good brand in an industry which was under a cloud of negativity like clients complaining of being scammed
by so-called mentors has challenges,” she
conceded.

20

Mkhulise has challenged South Africans
to do proper research when it comes to
investing their hard earned money.
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Eu finEs banks

$1.2 biLLion

FX MAGAziNE

nEws

donors pLEdGE
17 MiLLion doLLars

for forEx MarkEt ManipuLation

to fund food sEcuritiEs in africa

By LEBoGANG MoLoPo

By HinAMUnDi COLLinS

o

n Thursday, the European Union
fined Citigroup, MUFG, Barclays,
JP Morgan and Royal Bank of
Scotland a blended €1.07billion for manipulating the multi-million dollar foreign
exchange market.
The European Commission said that individual traders at the banks that are involved, formed two syndicates to manipulate the spot foreign exchange market for
11 currencies such as the pound, dollar
and the euro.
The industry’s reputation has always been
in question because of the rigging of patterns that have taken place in everyday
financial transactions. A couple of banks
have had to over the years, pay fines for
their part in market manipulation occurring in forex. “These cartel decisions send
a clear message that the Commission will
not tolerate conclusive behavior in any
sector of the financial markets,” European
Commission Margrette Vestager said in a
statement.

22

She said that most of them know each
other on a personal level. They met on the
train to have their discussions as most of
them lived on the same side of town.
According to the five-year investigation,
nine traders were scattered across banks
exchanging crucial information and trading schedules in their private chatrooms
where they sometimes co-ordinated trading strategies.
The Commission said in a statement, “The
traders who were direct competitors, typically logged in to multilateral chatrooms
and had extensive conversations about a
variety of subjects, including updates on
their trading activities.”
JP Morgan and RBS both said they were
pleased to have sorted out the cases and
that they had made significant changes to
their controls. The EU continues to investigate banks for possible EU antitrust violations.

W W W. F X M AG A z i N E S .Co M

ALABo, Equatorial Guinea; African and non-regional donors on
Tuesday pledged $17 million to
replenish the Africa Solidarity Trust Fund,
an initiative which aims to provide food
security and eliminate rural poverty on
the continent.

M

po conference center Equatorial Guinea
President obiang Nguema Mbasogo said
the Fund illustrated “a turning point in the
fight against food insecurity” and said his
tiny oil-rich nation had donated generously out of its oil revenues to show solidarity
to African countries.

The pledges were made at a high-level donor round table convened by the
United nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and Equatorial Guinea
President obiang Nguema Mbasogo, on
the sidelines of the African Development
Bank’s 2019 Annual Meetings currently
underway in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea
opening the conference at the Sipo-

The Fund, an initiative of the United nations Food and Agriculture Organisation,
received its start-up contribution of $30
million from Equatorial Guinea, the host
nation of this year’s meetings and Angola,
which gave $10 million. its projects have
been lauded for providing innovative solutions for African agriculture and food systems.

W W W. F X M AG A z i N E S .Co M
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“it’S So
iMportAnt
thAt AStF iS
Showing thAt
AFriCAn
CountriES
ArE ContriButing to AFriCA..”
Speaking on behalf of African Development Bank President Akinwumi Adesina, Bank Vice President
Agriculture, Human and Social Development, Jennifer Blanke said
Africa faced challenges in the area
of agriculture and food production,
relying heavily on food imports.

FX MAGAzinE

The theme of the Bank’s meetings
this year is “Regional integration
for Africa’s Economic Prosperity.”
The push for regional integration
has gained momentum with the
ratification of the agreement on
the African Continental Free Trade
Area( AfCFTA) in March 2018,
which is now at the threshold of its
launch in July.
“you can count on us that we will
be very involved,” she said.
Ms Maria Helena Semedo, Deputy
Director-General of FAo who represented FAo head José Graziano
da Silva, commended the Fund for
its results. The Fund has led to the
successful implantation of 18 projects that have benefitted 41 countries and hundreds and thousands
of beneficiaries, including 160 vulnerable households in Niger who
saw transformation and grants
which enabled a rapid response to
populations affected in the Ebola
outbreak in west Africa in 2014.

“it’s so important that ASTF is
showing that African countries are
contributing to Africa..that links
very closely to what we are doing,”
Blanke said, adding that the Bank’s
commitment to providing farmers
with technologies to help improve
their yields.

“We celebrate the success of the
ASTF …the excellent results of the
fund over the last 5 years is living
testimony,” Semedo said, describing it as a flagship initiative and
one of the most successful funding
initiatives in FAO. She said the generosity of the donors was unique
evidence of strong solidarity between African countries.

The donor conference was attended by the presidents of Mauritania,
Guinea Bissau, the prime minister
of Eswatini and several high-ranking diplomats, ministers and development and banking institutions.

The meeting raised a total of $17
million – $10 million from Angola,
$2.6 million, from China, Euros 2
million from France, $2 million from
Equatorial Guinea and $100,000
from zimbabwe.

whitE farMEr kiLLEd as

Land Grabs
intEnsify
south africa
By LEBoGANG MoLoPo

o

n the 5th June 2019, a group of people
marched to the Union Buildings in Pretoria, to
protest “Bantustan Bills”. The proposed laws
will allow chiefs and their councils the power to sign
over people’s land, graves and fields to mining companies and big corporations. Should president Cyril
Ramaphosa, sign this Bill into law, chiefs will acquire
great legal powers. This will allow them to control
their people more than before.

This happens just after a recent land related case
where Stefan Smit was murdered. Stefan Smit gained
recognition after his interview with new york Times
in March 2019. He spoke to the publication about
the threat of land grabs on his property. During his
interview he mentioned that citizen from a nearby
township had started erecting shacks at the back of
his farm.
Stefan Smit met his fate and it was exactly what he
feared. The owner of Louisenhof Wine Estates in Stellenbosch fell victim to farm murders over the weekend.

24
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in 2018, Smit was granted an interdict by the Western Cape High Court to remove structures that were
unoccupied and to prevent more people from building shacks on his land that was vacant at the time.
The land belongs to a family trust. The South African
summarized Smit’s comments into one powerful and
seemingly a prophecy.
“i, personally, can’t breathe here. They are bringing
people down here like fodder. i have never spoken to
the people myself, not directly. you don’t do that. it’s
not un-dangerous. it’s not advisable. i have received
threats before, where they said they would burn me
alive.” Stefan Smit reportedly said.
Farm murders and land grabs are a pertinent issue in
South Africa. Kayamandi is an overcrowded township.
Residents, there are desperate for land and housing.
Hence the siege on Smit’s farm. How the South African government plans to approach land expropriation
without compensation remains to be seen.
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LifE of a tradEr

forEx tradEr

nJabuLo nGcobo
haLts forEx traininG
to focus on ‘MakinG MonEy’
By PHUMziLE nGCATSHE

h

aving hit out at the media for selective coverage on his personal lifestyle and the four-year sentence
meted out on him by a Durban Court,
Forex Trader Jabulani ngcobo says he
will stop conducting his foreign exchange
training seminars.
Famously known as CashFlow, Ngcobo
took to his instagram account and announced the development, saying he will
only focus on trading his own funds.

“I am taking this opportunity to focus on trading my
own funds, after all is said
and done I am a Forex Trader – none of the things said
about were able to erase my
skills.”

“Greetings, officially i will be temporarily
putting all my Forex trainings, provision
of signals and hosting seminars *on hold*
until further notice,” ngcobo said on instagram.

W W W. F X M AG A z i N E S .Co M
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“i am taking this opportunity to focus on
trading my own funds, after all is said and
done i am a Forex Trader – none of the
things said about were able to erase my
skills.
“So, for as long as i have the internet, i
will always be making money. i feel deeply sorry for those will be affected by this
decision but i wish to take this chance to
thank everyone who has believed in my
skills and congratulate those who have
also benefited,” he concluded.
in the past few weeks, Ngcobo was found
guilty of fraud following a trade deal that
went sour where he allegedly defrauded
an Angolan national Francis Boole.
The Forex Trader was then charged for
fraud by the Durban Specialised Crimes
Court in April after Boole laid charges
against him in Sandton for allegedly taking
R100 000 in 2018.
Dubbed a no stranger to controversy, Ngcobo was acquitted on similar charges in
2017 and he was found guilty last month
for conning the Angolan national based in
Sandton, Johannesburg.
However, reports surfaced early this
month that the 33-year-old has been released on bail as he reportedly appealed
the sentence.
‘Cashflow’ was held behind bars with his
business partner and friend Mzabalazo
Dlamini, but the former says he will now
focus on making his own money than
helping those hoping to make their cut in
the forex industry.
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forEx tradEr Louis
tshakoanE Junior’s
parEnts wantEd by thE
hawks for fraud
By PHUMziLE nGCATSHE

FX MAGAziNE

“investors were lured with promises of
higher than normal returns on their capital
which they ultimately lost,” said the captain.
Tshakoane (70) and Komane (55) are wanted for their alleged involvement in an illegal multi-million rand investment scheme
tagged ‘Undercover Billionaires’ which is
owned by their son.
Moreover, Mulamu confirmed that the
case was opened in July 2017 against the
son’s pair, Tshakoane Junior and the Forex
Trader subsequently handed himself over
to the Hawks.
“He (Tshakoane Junior) subsequently
handed himself over at the Johannesburg
Hawks offices in March 2018, in the company of his parents and an attorney,” continued Mulamu.

“Further investigations have implicated
both his parents and when attempts were
made to get them to account, it soon became clear that they were absconding,
hence warrants for their arrest have been
issued,” concluded the Hawks official.
in addition, the 29-year-old founder of
Undercover Billionaires international was
allegedly arrested in March this year for
reportedly running a pyramid scheme
which defrauded investors of more than
R20-million.
According to the Sowetan website, Tshakoane Junior was charged with fraud,
money laundering and contravention of
the Banks Act.

“The matter was enrolled for court and
Louis Junior was granted R70, 000 bail
and the case was postponed to the sixth
of June 2019, pending further investigation.

L

atest media reports suggest that well
known Forex Trader Louis Tshakoane
Junior’s father and former Kaizer Chiefs Public Relations Officer, Louis
Tshakoane, is in trouble with the law.
Reports surfacing on Monday indicate
that Tshakoane senior and his wife, Komane, are both wanted by the Hawks for
their part in an illegal investment scheme.
The erstwhile Amakhosi spin doctor and
his partner are both on the run and the
law enforcement authority has issued
warrants of arrests for the pair.
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According to the Hawks spokesperson,
Captain Ndivhuwo Mulamu, the Tshakoanes allegedly lured unsuspecting
funders between 2014 and 2018.
“it is alleged that between 2014 and 2018,
the Tshakoanes, persuaded unsuspecting
funders around the country to bankroll an
alleged illegal investment scheme known
as Undercover Billionaires,” said Mulamu
as quoted by the Sowetan. “Further investigations revealed that the family’s company was not registered with the Financial
Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA)
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LifE of a tradEr

EMbattLEd forEx tradEr

JabuLani nGcobo
LashEs out at
thE MEdia
By PHUMziLE nGCATSHE

r

esulting in a four-year sentence
handed down to Forex trader Jabulani Ngcobo last month, the self-proclaimed millionaire has reportedly been
released on bail. The development comes
after the man, also known as ‘Cashflow’
appealed the sentence and is out on bail
pending the outcome of the appeal.
ngcobo was charged with fraud after
an Angolan national Francis Boole laid
charges against him in Sandton for allegedly taking R100 000 in a forex deal
that went sour in 2018. A no stranger to
controversy, ngcobo was acquitted on
similar charges in 2017 and he was found
guilty last month for conning the Angolan
national based in Sandton, Johannesburg.
Meanwhile, the 33-year-old was found
guilty of fraud alongside business partner Mzabalazo Dlamini by the specialised
commercial crimes court in Durban for a
case that has been running since 2014
and FX Magazine has gathered that he is
out on bail.
Although the Financial Sector Conduct
Authority (FSCA) released a statement
a week ago commending the arrest, FX
Magazine made efforts to contact them
for comment regarding Ngcobo’s release,
yet there was no response at the time of
publishing.

suggesting the media is celebrating the
fall of an African child but insists Forex is
not a scam.

“i am taking this opportunity to focus on trading my
own funds, after all is said
and done i am a Forex trader – none of the things said
about were able to erase my
skills.”
“We adhered to the process and attended
the Reserve Bank case in Jhb (Johannesburg) which went on almost simultaneously with the FSCA case in Dbn (Durban).
The Reserve bank matter was then finalized in 2017 and we were acquitted on all
charges including Fraud.
“i cannot recall the media writing intensively about our victory as some have opted to write such incriminatory publications
now. The Durban matter was accordingly
finalized on the 18th of April 2019, we
were sentenced to 4 years imprisonment.
“our legal team applied for a leave to appeal on the same day and this was granted,
however there were few challenges as it is
expected for any process,” he concluded.

However, ngcobo has also lashed out at
the media for not covering all the facts,
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facEbook officiaLLy
unvEiLs GLobaL
cryptocurrEncy
known as Libra
By PHUMziLE nGCATSHE
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According to Libra’s newly-hired head of policy and
communications
officer
Dante Disparte, the goal is
to improve financial inclusion.
“The goal really is to improve
financial inclusion and do to
the transfer of value and
payments what the internet
has done to the transfer of
communication and information,” he told The Verge.
in addition, while the Libra
Association will have members based globally, it will
be headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland.
Facebook announced it was
launching GlobalCoin in December 2018, but the company indicated that it was
looking at cryptocurrency
as far back as the end of
2017.

t

he world’s biggest social networking
platform Facebook has confirmed it
will launch a global cryptocurrency
known as Libra in 2020.
The revelation comes on the back of numerous reports unraveling its announcement in detail, and it was on Tuesday that
its in-development global cryptocurrency,
called Libra, will launch next year alongside the underlying blockchain-based network that will support it.
it is reported that Libra has been joined
by more than a dozen companies including Visa, Mastercard, PayPal, and Uber.
According to The Verge website, the cur-

34

rency is designed not to be a speculative
asset, like Bitcoin, but a form of digital
money backed by a reserve of assets.
it is also reported that consumers will one
day be able to use Libra as payment for
online and offline services, Facebook executives said.
Although the company imagines Libra
will be used mainly to transfer money between individuals in developing countries
who lack access to traditional banks, the
main goal is to create the first truly mainstream cryptocurrency that can be used
to buy almost anything, and can support
an entire range of financial products —
from banking to loans to credit.
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Meanwhile, the crypto is
expected to be a stable coin
that will operate within the
company’s messaging infrastructure – WhatsApp,
instagram, and Facebook
Messenger.
Resulting from the announcement on Tuesday,
Facebook shares rose in
premarket trading with the
company’s stock climbing
1.7% in premarket trading from Monday’s close of
$189.01 a share.
Libra is another step in CEo
Mark zuckerberg’s recently laid out plan to expand
Facebook’s e-commerce offerings.
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MEEt

fivE south
african
EarLiEst forEx tradErs
who infLuEncEd thousands of youth to Join
forEx
By PHUMziLE nGCATSHE

w

ith Trading seemingly on the
rise in South Africa and in the
African continent in general,
FX Magazine takes a look at the top five
traders who inspired thousands of youth
to get into trading. They are the earliest
forex investors in South Africa.
Although many think it’s easy, it is not, but
not an impossible career path to follow
whilst trying to make your dreams come
true.
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Besides having dedication, commitment
and drive to succeed and achieve the
desired results in this sphere, one needs
proper training and guidance to make it
big.
Because trading is gaining its momentum
in the African continent, some universities such as the University of South Africa
(UNiSA) have started to teach students to
learn the ins and out of the traders
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sandiLE
shEzi
Shezi almost single-handedly influenced
every South African youth to join Forex.
Although he is not making as much money
compared to the best in the world, Shezi
tops the list as some of the wealthiest
young persons in the country. Sandile
is not afraid to take on social media and
flaunt his possessions and has inspired
many young South Africans.
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JabuLani
nGcobo
Also known as Cashflow, ngcobo is one of
the richest SA traders with a considerable
influence over the youth on social media
and beyond. ngcobo leads a flamboyant
lifestyle with luxury cars being some of
the things he is identified with.
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rEf
waynE
Founder of Pipcoin, also known for his
classy dress code and lavish lifestyle with
expensive cars and jets, all at his convenience, it is impossible to overlook Wayne.
Wayne is seen as a perfect example that
patience, dedication and the will to succeed can eventually take you places.
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princE
Mazibuko
Born in nseleni township in Kzn , Prince
who was raised by his grandmother, had a
rough upbringing from losing his granny at
the age of 10 to changing from one school
to another. Back in 2012, Prince was already a notable figure in Forex and he is
regarded as one of the youngest Forex
millionaires in South Africa
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Louis
tshakoanE
Junior
Louis owns his forex company known as
Undercover Millionaires and was given
$200 000 by Virgin Active boss Sir Richard Branson to start a community gym,
Botho Gym at the age of 16. He is one
of the most successful traders and completes the list.
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MonEy taLk

woMEn in forEx boss

nobuhLE ndLovu
to GivE
two housEs to fans
By PHUMziLE nGCATSHE

w

omen in Forex boss nobuhle Nldovu has kept her word
of donating two houses to her
followers. Dubbed the Granny of African
Forex Traders, ndlovu promised to hand
the two houses should Workmines Global
remain operational after 12 months since
inception.
Ndlovu took to her Facebook Page to
spread the word that she will indeed deliver the two houses to her followers.

“WiLL gift two of my fans a townhouse
each, fully paid up” just move in and enjoy,” she added.
“About Workmine: Earn up to R13.20
for each youTube video watched for 35s.
Register at https://workmines.com/register.aspx?u=148303 contact me after so
can add you to our tutorial group to learn
how it’s done.
“Contact: Telegram @BuhleFx WhatsApp
0832234380,” read the post.

“Let me reiterate my previous statement. “i
Nobuhle Aunty Catharine granny ya African forex traders “said “should Workmine
Global stays in operation for the next 12
months, with the current robust growth,”
said Ndlovu on Facebook.

WorkMines.com is a new Multi-level marketing website that offers a chance to any
individual to make money while watching
videos for at least 35 seconds.

“i nobuhle a citizen of the Republic of
South Africa and also current Africa’s richest forex woman

Meanwhile, a recent survey revealed that
the Latvia-based company is genuine, and
actually makes payouts where viewers
can watch trailers from netflix, music videos among other
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how Much is thE
rEasonabLE aMount you
think forEx traininG
shouLd cost?
Go ody
Go ody
SAYS :

r E AL Ki ng
JCK Jnr
SAYS :

“Ranging from $1k to $2k, because the
training involves staying with the person
till he/she becomes successful even after
training you stay with the person when
they are actually trading their live account,
give them enough time for questions, stay
with them while doing the analysis to correct their mistakes.”

tE b oGo
Mo rEMi
SAYS :

“When you go to varsity the costs differ according to different fields of study.
There are short courses which cost less
than long term courses , my point is you
the one who chooses which course to follow in Forex . you can’t just have a single
cost for every trading style, signals as well
as mentorship. “

M uSA r
M thE thwA
SAYS :

“Tebogo Moremi it should be expensive
because if its cheap...no one will learn true
Forex...hard earned money makes it easy
to give it all u have to master it..”
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“Most of the people who want to learn
forex have no money.For me i think R1500
is very reasonable.Same with signals.Most
people they come here looking for ways to
make ends meets.”
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